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suMMARY

spoilers has been made at a Mach number of 1.93
of height and chordwise location on the section

pressure distributions smd section aerdynsmic characteristics of a two-
dimensional, 6-percent-thick,symmetrical wing. Spoilers with heights of
0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 chord were tested at chordtise locations of 0.41,

0.53, and 0.70 chord at a Reynolds number of approximately lx 106.

An analysis of the @ata indicated that the spoiler with a height of
0.03 chord produced only small chan$es in the wing-section aerc@mamic
characteristicsfrom those of the wing with no spoiler. The spoiler height
of 0.05 chord appeared to be the optimum height, as compared tith its
increased effectiveness over that of the spoiler height of 0.03 chord smd
the large drag rfse associated with the spoiler height of 0.07 chord. The
most effective spoiler location was the most forward position (0.41 chord),
where the spoiler influenced a flow region of reduced local Mach number.
The most rearward spoiler, located at 0.07 chord, had the least center-
of-pressure travel smd the lowest drag rise with increasing spoiler height
and angle of attack. The result of fixed transition nem the leading
edge was a slight increase in the effectiveness of the spoiler when the
spoiler was located at the nlostrearward chordwise location.

The experimental chordtise points of boundary-layer separation from
the wing surface forward of and due to the presence of a spoiler were
ccmpared with previous separation data as correlated in NACA TN 3065.
Good agreement was shown when the boundary layer was turbulent. The
theoreticalpressure distribution computed on the basis of the sepa-
ration profile thus determined was in good agreement with the experi-
mental results.

lSupersedes recently declassified NACAResesrch Memorandum L52L31
by James N. Muel&r, 1953.
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NACA TN 4180

INTRODUCTION 4

The problem of providing adequate control for vehicles flying at
transonic and supersonic speeds is currently of paramount concern. Con-
ventional flap-type controls used on thin wings at high speeds present
serious problems of wing twist and, consequently, low aileron reversal
speeds; in addition, controls of this t~e are characterizedby high
hinge moments.

Among the more promising types of control devices being investi-
gated are spoilers which can offer desirable characteristicsnot always
found in flaps: namely, high control effectiveness at trsmsonic speeds,
low control forces, and low wing-twistingmoments. At present, adequate
theory is not available for predicting spoiler characteristics;there-
fore, experhental investigationsmust be undertaken to obtain such
information. To supplement the exploratory work already done on spoilers
at transonic and supersonic speeds (refs. I to 6), an investigation of
spoilers by means of pressure distributions and schlieren observations
has been undertaken to determine the effects on the wing-section aero-
dynamic characteristicsof height, chordwise location, and fixed tran-
sition near the leading edge. A two-dimensionalwing having a thickness
of 6-percent chord and a symmetricalprofile, which consisted of a slab-
type section with a double-wedge nose and blunt trailing edge, was used
in the investigation. Spoilers with heights of 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07 chord
were tested at chordwise stations of 0.41, 0.53, and 0.70 chord at angles
of attack of 0°, t~”, and AIOO.

The tests were made in the Langley 9-inch supersonic tunnel at a

Mach nuniberof 1.93 and a Reyaolds nuniberof 1.03 x I&. A few addi-
tional tests, however, were made at a Reynolds nuniberof 1.87 x 106.

SYMBOLS

local static pressure ;:

stream static pressure

stream Mach rnmiber

ratio of specfiic heats for air (1.4)

stream dynsmlc pressure} $ M%

.P

-.
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PZ-P
pressure coefficient,

!l.

wing chord

section normal force; positive upwsxds

section pitching moment about midchord; positive when it tends
to rotate the leading edge of airfoil upward

section pressure drag; positive rearward

section normal-force coefficient, n/qc

section pitching-nmment coefficient, m/qc2

section pressure-drag coefficient, d/qc

maximum thickness of wing

spoiler height above wing surface

chordwise distance of spoiler from wing leading edge

ratio of spoiler height to wing chord

chordwise distance of spoiler from whg leading edge in terms
of wing chord

chordwise distsmce from wing leading edge in terms of wing
chord

Reynolds nuuiber, pvcjp

mass density of free stream

rate of change of pitching-mment coefficient with angle
of attack

rate of chsmge of normal-force coefficient with angle of
attack

free-stresm velocity
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IJ

a

A&n

ACn

absolute coefficient of viscosity

wing ~le of attack

incremental

incremental
jection

increwntal
Jection

The tivestigation

normal-force coefficient due to spoiler projection

pitching-moment coefficient due to spoiler pro-

pressure-drag coefficient due to spoiler pro-

APPARM’US AND METHODS

Wind Tunnel

was made in the Langley 9-inch supersonic tunnel
which is a closed-return type of tunnel having provision for the control
of the humidity and pressure. Eleven fine-mesh turbulence-damping

.

screens are installed in the settling chaziberahead of the nozzles. For
qtiitative-flow observations, a scblieren optical system is provided.
During the tests, the quantity of water vapor in the tunnel air was kept

.

sufficiently low so that the effects of condensation in the supersonic
—

nozzle were negligible. Q

Models

Two models were used ti the investigation: a pressure-distribution
model for pressure measurennmts and a schlieren model for visual-flow
observations. These models and their methods of installation in the
tunnel are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. Both models had
3-inch chords and rectangular plan forms. As ghown fn figure 1, the
profile of the wing consisted of a slab-type section with a shsrp double-
wedge nose and blunt trail- edge. The thickness ratio of the wings
was 6 percent, and the included angle between the upper and lower sur-
faces at the leading edge was ll.k”. The wings were machined from steel
and highly polished with the leading edges ground to a thickness of less
than 0.002 inch. All contours were cut to within 0.002 inch of the
specified values.

—

—

For convenience in carrying the pressure leads from the pressure-
distribution model (fig. 1) to the outside of the tunnel and in setting
angles of attack, the nmdel was mmnted in the tunnel directly from cir-
cular end plates which replaced the tunnel observation windows. The model ●

was equipped with 25 static-pressureorifices arranged in a chordwise

b
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. row at the midspan station. Only one surface of the wing was equipped
with orifices. The orifices were 0.014 inch in diameter and were drilled
perpendicular to the wing surface. All pressure leads from the orifices

4 were ducted to the outside of the tunnel within the model and steel sup-
porting plates.

The transition strip used in the investigationwas prepared from
common table salt. The approximate location of this strip is shown in
figure 1, ad its chordwise dimension was about 3/16 inch.

Figure 2 shows the schlieren mcdel munted for visual-flow observa-
tions. The model was supported by two struts which in turn were attached
to support trunnions. !l?heangle of attack of the model was changed by
rotating the support trunnions. The span of the mdel was slightly less
than the tunnel width in order to permit model movement in the pitch
direction without damaging the observation windows.

The spoilers used in the investigation (a typical example is shown
on the dimensional sketch of fig. 1) were made from strips of 0.030-inch-
thick sheet brass bent to give the destied spoiler heights. The spoilers
were anchored to the wing surface by means of screws, and the spoiler base
rested firmly on the wing surface. A center section of the spoiler
anchor flange was renmved to permit utilization of the maximum number of

. wing pressure orifices (see fig. l). Spoilers for the schlieren wing
were identical to those of’the pressure-distributionwings, excluding
the anchor flange cutouts.

.

Pressure Measure~nts and Reduction of Data

The pressures on the wing and the total pressure in the tunnel
settl~ chariberwere recorded simultaneouslyby photographing a rmiLtiple-
ttie mercury manometer on which the pressures were indicated. Subse-
quently, the pressures were read directly from the fiXn as pressure coef-
ficients with the use of a fi3m reader.

The pressure-distributiondata were converted into section aerody-
namic coefficients Cn and cm by using electronic calculating equip-

ment. A comparisonbetween data converted by electronic calculating
equipment and those converted by the standard practice of mechanically
integrating the faired pressure-distributioncurves with a planimeter
showed the agreement between the two methods to be within the experi-
mental accuracy of the data. Values of section pressure-drag coeffi-
cients cd were obtained by using a combination of both methods.

—
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Test Methods and Range of Tests .-

king the investigation,pressure distributions ~d schlieren photo-
graphs were obtained of the various wing-spoiler configurationsby varying t
the angles of attack of the configurations through the desired range.
Pressure-distributiondata were also obtained on the wing alone (without
spoiler) through the same angle-of-attackrange. As a result of the fact
that the wing was equipped with pressure orifices on only one surface,
pressue distributions obtained with and without the spoiler were combined
to form the complete pressure diagrams such as those shown in figures 3,

—

4, and 5, inclusive. It was possible to change the angles of attack of
the pressure-distributionand schlieren models while the tunnel was in
operation. The angle of attack of the pressure-distributionmodel was
measured by means of a clinometer attached to one of the circular end
plates (previouslydescribed). The angle of attack of the schlieren
model was set with the aid of a cathetometer. All schlieren photographs
were obtained with the knife edge horizonta.2.

Pressure-distributiontests were made at angles of attack of 0°, *5°,
and *lOO. The highest negative angle of at>ack was impossible to reach
for certain spoiler heights and chordwise locations because of tunnel
choking. Tests were made for spoiler heights of O.0~, 0.05, smd
0.07 chord at chordwise locations of 0.41,”0.53,and 0.70 chord. In
addition, limited tests were made with a transition strip near the
leading edge of the wing.

.
—

Schlieren photographs were obtained over approximately the sane range .
of angle of attack and spoiler configurationas the pressure-distribution
tests.

The majority of the tests were made at a Reynolds number of 1.03 x 106,
based on a tunnel settling-chaniberpressure of 1 atmosphere. A few addi-
tional tests, however, were made at a tunnel settling-chamberpressure of
2 atmospheres. All tests were made at a Mach number of 1.93.

Precision of Measurements

Stream surveys obtained with the test section empty indicate that
the mean value of the Mach nuniberin the region occupied by the test
models is 1.93 and that the variation about this mean value is less than
1 percent. There was no evidence of any large irregularities in stream
flow direction. For the pressure-distributionmodel, the angle-of-attack
settings sre believed to be accurate within *O.lOO. For the schlieren
model, the ~gle setting is considered to be somewhat less accurate, or
within about +0.25°.
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. Mdividual pressure coefficients are usually accurate within *0.01,
and consistent discrepancies of greater magnitude sre not caused by
errors in reading pressures but by local surface irregularities. These

. discrepancies in pressure coefficients wre deliberately neglected in
fairing the experimmtal curves. The accuracy of the aerodynamic coef-
ficients was usuaX1.ybetter than *0.01 in Cn, *0.002 in ~, and *0.005

in cd. Spoiler heights sre believed tobe accurate withh*().oO17c.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pressure Distributions

Figures 3, k, and 5 present representative groups of experimental
pressur= dis&ibutions ob~atied ove~ the wing eq..pped with ~lain spoilers.
These figures show, respectively, the effects of spoiler height, the
effects of spoiler chordwise location, and the effects of fixed transi-
tion. bcluded in figures 3, k, and 5 are theoretical pressure distri-
butions calculated from shock-exp~ion theory for the wing without
Spoiler. Figures 6 to 9 sxe supplementary schlieren photographs and
shadowgraphs depicting some elemmts of the flow phenomena over the wing-
spoiler configurations.

.
General.- Compsxative examinations disclosed, generalJy, good agree-

ment between the experimental and theoretical wing pressures excluding,
. of course, those wing pressures affected by the presence of the spoiler.

An inspection of the experimental pressure distributions revealed
that each one is characterizedby a region (defined hereti as the area
on the pressure diagrsms enclosed between the experimental curve and the
corresponding theoretical curve) of flow compression ahead of the spoiler
and a flow-expansion region behind the spoiler. It thus appesred that
the character of the flow in the presence of the spoiler is analagous to
that which would develop in the presence of a half-wedge (attached to
the wing), whose thickness increased in a chordwise direction until its
maximum thickness eqp.sledthat of the spoiler height and coincided with
the spoiler location. (This fact was observed and reported in ref. 1.)
It was also seen that the regions of flow compression outweigh the expan-
sion regions for every spoiler configuration at all angles of attack.
This result caused a normal-force decrement or deficiency over that of
the wing without spoiler, with the magnitude dependent upon such factors
as spoiler height, spoiler chordwise location, and state (laminar or
turbulent) of the boundary layer.

Effect of spoiler height.- At the forward spoiler station and nega-
tive angle of attack (a = -56), figure 3(a), the principal effects

s observed with increase in spofler height were the rapid enlargement of
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the compression region ahead of the spoiler and the comparatively slow
growth of the expansion region behind the spoiler. Corresponding schlie- “
ren pictures of the flow phenomena, figure b(a), show the increased
intensity of the compressionmanifested h the main shock wave located
just forward of the spoiler as the spoiler-heightis increased from

*

0.03 chord to 0.05 chord. The expansion of tie flow over the lip and
rearward of the spoiler is difficult to see on the photographs of fig-
ure 6(a) but is plainly visible on figure~which shows shadowgraphs
of the i’lowover the wing equipped with a spoiler having a height of
0.05 chord.

An increase in sngle of attack to a= 5°, figure 3(a), curtailed
somewhat the magnitude and rate of enlargement of the compression region.
It is interesting to note that, as the spoiler height increased, the
ensuing enlargements of the compression regions acted in a manner to
reduce the net positive normal force ahead of the spoiler, and, at a
spoiler height of 0.07 chord, the normal force appeared to be near zero.
Figure 6(a) shows the flow phenomena for the three spoiler heights at
several angles of attack. At a= 5° it canbe seen that the shock-wave
strength forward of the spoiler is ccmside~ably reduced) as compared with
that at a = -5°. The expansion regions rearward of the spoiler (fig. 3(a))
decreased with angle of attack (approximat~lyone-half that at a = -50);
however, there was a slight increase with spoiler height which resulted in :
a slight increase in normal force on the wing to the rear of the spoiler. .

Also apparent in figure 3(a) is the extent of the forward chordwise
spoiler influence which,.with the exception of the spoiler having a hEIght -
of 0.03 chord at a = 5°, reaches to the leading edge of the wing. —

When the spoiler was located at the rearward station, figure 3(b),
the magnitude of the pressures in the compression region was less, and
the compression-regionincrease with spoiler height was not as abrupt as
at the forward chordwise spofler station. The gradual increase was caused
by the flow undergoing a two-phase compression,which is easily seen on
the pressure diagram for a =,5° and h/c = 0.07. Figure 6(b) gives
corresponding schlieren photographs of the flow, and a shock is seen to
occur for each phase of tie pressure rise. The abrizptincrease in pres-
sure which took @-ace immediately forwhrd of the spoiler face was probably
a result of stagnation of the circulation in the essentially dead-air
region.

.—

Significant features observed at this spoiler stdion (2/c = 0.70)
were the increased magnitudes and faster rate of growth of the expansion
regions with increase in spoiler height over those at the forward sta-
tion. Essentially, the expansion regions act to reduce the efficiency
of the spoiler by increasing the lift on the wing; thus, it is desirable

—

that they remain small. The expansion over the spoiler can be seen in
figure 7.

—
B



. The effects of’angle of attack on the pressure distributions are
essentially the ssme as those at the forward station.

The extent of the forward chordwise influence of the rearwaxd-
located spoiler on the wing pressures depended upon spotler height ad
varied from 0.30 to 0.40 to 0.70 chord for spoiler heights of 0.03, 0.05,
and 0.07 chord, respectively, for both a = -so and u = 5°. (See
fig. 3(b).) It appears, therefore, that the forward chordwise extent
of the spoiler influence on the wing pressures is independent of angle
of attack at the rearward (Z/c = 0.70) spoiler station.

Effect of spoiler chordwise location.- Figure 4 shows the effects
of varying the chordwise locsrtionof the spoiler on the pressure distri-
butions over the wing for two spoiler heights and two angles of attack.

At the smaller spoiler height, h/c = 0.03, and both angles of attack,
figure 4(a), the principal change which occurred with resrward chordwise
movement of the spoiler appeared to be a chordwise redistribution of the
load on the wing with a net change, if any, in normal force being negli-
gibly Sma~. Corresponding scblieren photographs of the flow are shown
in figure 8(a), and the chief variation which occurs as the spoiler is
nmved resrward is in the character of the shock-wave pattern which changed
from a one-shock to a two-shock type of pattern forward of the spoiler.
(These shock phenomena were discussed previously inmme detail.)

At the larger spoiler height--andat a = -5°, figure 4(b), the magni-
tudes of the normal force ahead of the spoiler appeared to be approx~-
mately equal at both spoiler positions shown. However, it is interesting
to note that rearwsrd of the spoiler the net normal force is seen to
change from a negative value to a positive value as the spoiler moves
from the 0.53c station resz’wardto the 0.70c station. !Ihiscondition
results from the fact that the recompression of the flow, after it has
expanded around the spoiler, is interrupted because of the proximity of
the spoiler to the wing trailing edge.

The effect of increasing the angle of attack to a = 5° was a
decrease in the magnitudes of the compression and expansion regions at
al-lspoiler stations. Figure 8(b) shows corresponding schlieren phono-
graphs of the flow and illustrates the change in the shock-wave pattern
from a one-shock to a two-shock type of pattern as the spoiler is moved
rearward on the wing.

Effects of fixed transition.- Figure 5 shows the effects of fixed
transition on the pressure distributions over the wing equipped with a
0.05c-height spoiler for two chordwise spoiler locations and several
angles of attack. ‘Theleft side of the figure shows the pressure distri-
butions for a smooth wing (no transition strip), and the right side shows
corresponding pressure distributionswith transition fixed.
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When the spoiler was located at the forward chordwise station
(l/c = 0.41), figure 5(a), the addition of a-fixed transition strip to
the wing caused no significant change in the pressure distributions over
the wing. An explanation for the negligible change in the pressure dis-
tributions may be attributed to the fact that-the flow is probably sepa-
rated ahead of the transition strip, which is thereby rendered ineffec-
tive for this particular spoiler height and location. Figure 9(a) shows
corresponding schlieren photographs of the flow over the wing with and
without fixed transition, and it can be seen that the flow phenomena
(shock-wavepatterns) are almost identical.

On the other hand, when the spoiler was located at the 0.70 chord
station, figure ~(b), the addition of a fixed transition-stripgreatly
restricted the forward chordwise influence of the spoiler on the
wing pressures. This condition results from--thefact that when the
boundary layer is turbulent the point of initial flow separation is
moved considerablyrearward. (See fig. 9(b).) Although the forward
chordwise influence of the spoiler was curtailed, the magnitudes of the
pressures in the compressionregion forward of the spoiler were consid-
erably greater them those for the smooth wing since the more rearward
location of the initial point of flow separation necessitates a stronger
shock. Rearward of the spoiler, it was seen that the ma~itudes of the
expansion regions for the fixed transition case are somewhat less (espe-
cially at u = -5° and u= 5°) than those for the $mooth wing; thus,
there was a slight decrease in positive normal force resrwerd of the
spoiler for the case of fixed transition.

.-

.
Figure 10 is a composite illustrationwhich shows by means of

schlieren photographs, sketches, and experimental pressure distributions
the flow phenomena over the wing equipped with a spoiler having a height
of 0.05 chord located at the 0.70c wing station for both lsminar and
turbulent boundary layers. The principal difference between the two types
of flow was the retardation of flow separation from the wing forward of the
spoiler when the boundary layer is turbulent. (Compare the experimental
pressure distributions of figs. 10(a) and 10(b).) Further examination
of the experhental pressure distributionsrevealed the characteristic
two-phase pressure rise forward of the spoiler for the laminar boundary-
layer flow as shown in figure 10(a). The locations of the two shock
waves, one (separationshock) near the wing shoulder and the other (main
shock) slightly forward of the spoiler as seen on the corresponding
schlieren photograph of figure 10(a), agreed well with the chordwlse
locations of the pressure increases. When the boundary layer was made
turbulent, the flow adhered to the wing surface for a considerably greater
chordwise distance before it broke away sharply from the”wlng and formal
a strong shock which can be seen on the schlieren photograph of fig-
ure 10(b). The pressure rise beneath the foot of the shock was very large
and abrupt, as seen on the experimentalprei!suredistribution shown below
the schlieren photograph. The secondary still increase in pressure near m
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the spoiler face was very likely a result of stagnation of the circu-
lation in the essentially dead-air region and can be seen on the experi-
mental pressure-distributiondiagrsns for both laminar and turbulent
boundsry layer.

Aerodynamic Characteristics

Effect of spoiler height.- Figure n(a) shows the vsriation of sec-
tion normal-force coefficient with u for three spoiler heights and two
spoiler chordwise locations. The curves efiibited line= variations with
angle of attack at all spoiler heights and at each spoiler location. The
slopes of the curves c% remained essentially constant (within 3 per-

cent) for all spoiler heights; however, there was a successive downward
displacement (normal-forcedecrement) of the curves as the height of the
spoilers increased. The displacement between the curves of the 0.03c-
and 0.05c-height spoilers was roughly twice that between -thecurves of
the 0.05c- and 0.CY7c-heightspoilers when the spoilers were located at
the most forward (l/c = 0.41) chordwise location. This result would
appear to indicate that the small gain in normal-force decrement obtained
by increasing the spoiler height from 0.05c to O.wc may not be advan-
tageous in the light of the large drag-rise penalty which would accompany
the larger-height spoiler. The displacement of the curves with spciler
height was fairly uniform and approximately of equal magnitude when the
spoilers were located at the 0.70c spoiler station.

The vsriation of normal force with spoiler height at constant angle
of attack and two chordwise spoiler locations is shown in figure Id.(b).

At both spoiler stations the spoiler effectiveness parameter dc~d $

remained fairly constant with change in angle of attack. The variation
of normal force with spoiler height was essentially linear for the rsmge
of angle of attack tested.

Figure 12(a) shows the variation of the pitching-moment coefficient
with angle of attack for three spoiler heights and two chordwise loca-
tions. All the curves show good linearity over the angle-of-attack range
of the tests. As the spoiler height was increased from 0.03c to 0.O’’7C,
the rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack
~ increased approximately 35 percent at both the forward and rearward

spoiler stations.

Figure 12(b) shows the variation of the pitching-moment coefficient
tith spoiler height at constant angles of attack and two chordwise loca-
tions. The curves have been faired to have sudden changes in slopes,
although it is nmre likely that these slope changes would take place
gradually. The fairing was done in this manner because of the uncertainty
involved in fairing the curves between h/c = O and h/c =0.03. At the
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forward spoilec station, substantial increases occurred in the spoiler
pitching effectiveness dc~d $ when the height of the spoiler increased

beyond 0.03c. For the sw angles of attack and with the spoiler located
at the rearward (2/c = 0.70) station, the increases were only about one-
half those at the forward station. In the spoiler-heightrange from 0.03c
to 0.07c, the increase in spoiler pitching effectiveness as the angle of
attack decreased from a = 5° to a = .s0 WELS about 70 percent at the

forward spoiler station. At the rearward station the incre-e -S
slightly over one-half that at the forward station.

Effect of spoiler location.- F@ure 13(a) shows section normal-force
coefficient as a function of angle of attack for three different spoiler
chordwise locations and two spoiler heights. For a spoiler height of
0.03c, it canbe seen that the effects of varying the chordwise location
of the spoiler is negligible. However, for q-spoiler height of 0.07c, a
decrement in normal-force coefficient of approximately 0.025 occurred when
the spoiler was moved from the 0.70c location to the 0.53c location. An
additional forward nmvement of the spoiler to the t/c = 0.41 station
produced an additional, though small, decrement in normal-force coeffi-
cient. This decrement in normal-force coefficient with forward chordwise

—

movement of the spoiler was contrary to the results of otier spoiler tests,
reported in references 1 and 2, in which it was found that spoiler effec-
tiveness increased with rearward movement of the spoiler. The reason for
this discrepancy can probab3y be ascribed to local Mach nunibereffects,

---

which in these tests are caused by the change in slope of the airfoil sw-
face. The effectiveness of the spoiler could be expected to increas~ in

.—

the reduced Mach number region in the vicinity of the wedge surface of the
●

airfoil. It, therefore, appears that the effectiveness of the spoiler
—

i~roves as its location on the wing is moved forward. The slopes c% ‘“
of the curves are approximatelyequal ad the curves are linear for all
spoiler locations.

The effects of spoiler location are shown further in figure 13(b)
where the variation of section normal-force coefficient appears as a
function of spoiler chordwise location at constant angles of attack and
for two spoiler heights. For the least (h/c = 0.03) height spoiler, the
variation of section normal force with spoiler chordwise location is
shown to be negli ibly small at all angles of attack.

7
At the greater

spoiler height (h c = 0.07), however, the spoiler loses some of its
effectivenessas it is moved rearward along the wing.

Figure 14(a) shows the variation of the section pitching-moment
coefficient with angle of attack for several chordwise spoiler locations
and two spoiler heights. At the smaller spoiler height (h/c = 0.03), a
small increase occurred in the pitching-moment-curveslopes c% as the

spoiler was moved forward on the wing. The increase (more positive) in
slope value was about 17 percent when the spoiler was nmved ?tromthe

●
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0.70c station to the 0.41c station. The curves converge at a = 10° and
indicate that the effects of changing spoiler chordwise location may
reverse at the higher angles of attack. For the larger spoiler height
(h/c = 0.07), the pitching-moment coefficients show fairly large vari-
ations with spoiler chordwise location: for example, at the 0.41c
spoiler station and a = 0°, the pitching-momnt coefficient is about
twice that obtained when the spoiler is located at the 0.70c station.
The increased (more negative) pitching moment at the forward (0.41c)
spoiler station can be attributed to the fact that tie pressure changes
which occur on the wing me well forward of the wing umnent center (which
is at the midchord point), whereas the pressure changes which occur when
the spoiler is located at the 0.70c station are in the vicinity of the
wing moment center. The rate of change of pitching-mmnent coefficient
with angle of attack c% increased approximately 16 percent when the

0.07c-height spoiler was moved from the 0.70c station to the 0.41c station.

Figure 14(b) further illustrates the effects of varying spoiler
chordwise location on the pitching-moment coefficients at constant angles
of attack and at two spoiler heights.
(h/c

For the smaller spoiler height
= 0.03), the pitching-moment variation with change in spoiler loca-

tion is negligible at a = .& and a = 10°. At a = -5°, the pitching
moment of the configuration is seen to decrease slightly with rearwsrd
chordwise movement of the spoiler.
(h/c =

At the larger spoiler height
0.07’),the variation of the pitching-moment coefficient with the

spoiler chordwise location is very large and indicates less negative
pitching nnnent as the spoiler is nmved rearward on the wiag. The

. pitching-nmment variation with spoiler chordwise location dc~d ~ for a

spoiler height of 0.07c decreased approximately 40 percent when the angle
of attack increased from a = .5° to a = 10°.

Effects of fixed transit.ion.-Figure 15 illustrates the effects of
fixed transition near the leading edge on the normal-force and pitchi.ng-
moment coefficientswith the spoiler-locatedat two chordwise stations:
The effects of fixed transition on the normal-force coefficients, fig-
ure 15(a), when the spoiler is located at the forward (Z/c = 0.41) chord-
wise station are negligible. This condition probably results from the
fact that the flow Is separating ahead of the transition strip, which is
thereby rendered ineffective. On the other hand, when the s~iler is
located at the rearward station (l/c = 0.70), the effect of fixed transi-
tion results in a small negative displacement of the normal force against
angle-of-attack curve relative to that of the smooth configuration. This
result indicates an increase in spoiler effectiveness as the boundary
layer is made turbulent.

At both spoiler stations the pitching-moment coefficients, fig-
ure 15(b), tend to become more positive when the boundary layer is made
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turbulent, and this effect is more pronounced at the rearward S~Oiler
station. The positive increase in pitching mcment is attributed to the

“

shift in the center of pressure (fig. 16) when the boundary layer is made
turbulent. It is seen (fig. 16] that, at the positive angles of attack
(a = 5° and 10°), the center of pressure moves forward, relative to

.

that of the smooth wing. Conversely, at the negative angle of attack
(a= -50), the center of pressure moved rearward, relative to that of
the smooth wing, toward the wing moment center.

Figure 16 shows the variation of the wing center of pressure with
spoiler height for two chordwlse locations and several angles of attack.
A general observation shows that the least center-of-pressuretravel is
obtained when the spoiler is located at the most rearward station at
a = 10° with transition fixed and amounted.to a maxhnum of 1 percent
chord. The greatest variation of center-of-pressurelocation with spoiler
height is shown to occur at a = -5° when the spoiler is located at the
most forward chordwise station and is appr~imately 17 percent chord when
the curve is extrapolated to h/c = 0.07. Generally, at the positive
angles of attack (a = 5° and 100), there is a rearward center-of-pressure
travel with spailer height; at a = -5°, the reverse is true. For
spoiler heights between h/c = O and 0.03, the center-of-pressuretravel
is negligibly small at both spoiler chordwise stations at a = 5° and 10°;
at a= -5°, however, a significant center-of-pressuretravel Is apparent.

Figure 17 illustrates the effects of spoiler height on the incre-
mental section normal-force,pitching-moment,and pressure-drag coeffi-
cients for two spoiler chordwise locations and several angles of attack.
Figure 17(a), obtatied from figure n(b), shows the incremental section
normal-force coefficients,and, for all angles of attack, the nmre for-
ward spoiler location produced the greater decrement in normal-force
coefficient.

An idea of the angle-of-attackeffect canbe gainedby comparing
the normal-force decrement produced by a spoiler of 0.05c height located
at the 0.70c station. As shown in figure 17(a), as the angle of attack
increased from a = -5° to 5°, a corresponding decrease occus in
normal-force decrement of approx~tely 30 percent. When the spoiler
was located at the forward station, the corresponding loss in spoiler
effectiveness (~~~ S) was not as great and amounted to about tllO-

thirds that at the rearward station.

.

Figure 17(b) (obtainedfrom fig. 12(b)) shows the incremental
pitching-moment coefficientsas a function of spoiler height and it can
be seen that the more forward (Z/c = 0.41) spoiler location has the
greater influence on the pitching moments, especially when the spoiler
height exceeds 0.03c.

r

*
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Figure 17(c) presents the incrementalpressuxe-drag coefficient
attributed to the spoiler for various wing angles of attack and two
spoiler chordwise locations. The pressure-drag coefficients include
the drag of the spoiler alone which is computedby using the maximum pres-
sure immediately forward of the spoiler face and the minimum pressure to
the rear of the spoiler. The incremental drag coefficient varies non-
linearly with spoiler height at both chordwise spoiler locations. The
drag rise with spoiler height is fairly rapid and, as might be ~ected,
becomes nmre severe with decreasing angle of attack and forward nmvement
of the spoiler. The large drag penalty incurred as the spoiler height
increases from 5 to ~ percent chord, as was previously predicted, is
shown.

Shock Boundary-Layer Interaction

Spoilers affixed to wings which are moving at supersonic speeds
present, essentially, a problem in shock-wave boundary-layer interaction
phenomena. The projection of a spoiler from the wing surface blocks
the flow to a certain extent and causes a shock wave to form which
in turn is accompanied by a pressure rise. When this pressure rise
across the shock exceeds a certain critical value (bown as the critical
pressure-rise ratio), the flow separates from the surface of the wing.
Experimental investigations (refs. 7 to 10) have shown that the state
of the boundary layer, that is, whether the boundary layer is lsminsr or
turbulent, largely determines the resulting shock-wave configuration and
the upstream influence of the shock wave on the boundary layer. Any
further increase in pressure-rise ratio simply moves the point of flow
separation forward. If the point of flow separation from an airfoil
equipped with a spoiler could be predicted, it would be possible to cal-
culate approximately the pressure distributions and stiseqmntly the
force coefficients of such a configuration.

A survey of available literature on shock-wave—boundary-layer inter-
action (ref. Xl.)presents a correlation of the results of tests to deter-
mine the pressure rise necessary to cause a boundary layer to sepsxate
as a consequence of shock-interactioneffects for essentially two-
dimensional flow. The results of reference U are believed b be appli-
cable (for turbulent boundary-layer flow) to the present investigation of
spoiler-equippedairfoih to predict the approximate chordwise location
of the point of flow separation from the wing surface ahead of and due
to the presence of the spoiler. Good agreement between the present
experimental points of flow separation and the results of reference U.
was obtained when the boundary layer was turbulent as shown in figure 18
for various spoiler heights and chordtise locations. The values from
reference IL used in figure 18 were obt~ned by first calculating by the
shock-expansion theory the Mach number on the ting surface to which the
spoiler was attached, and then the critical pressure-rise ratio was
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obtained from figure 8 of reference 11. Once the critical pressure-rise
ratio was obtained, it was possible to determine the shock angle and,

K

thence, the angle 5 through which the flow turned (see fig. 19) as it
left the surface. Then, by drawing a line of inclination equal to 5
from the lip of the spoiler to the wing surface, the intersection of the

*

line and the airfoil surface marked the chordwise point of flow separation.

Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show, respectively, a schlieren photograph
of the flow over the wing equipped with a 0.05c-height spoiler located
at the 0.70c station and the correspondingexperimental pressure distri-
bution. The boundary l~er has been made turbulent in both cases by use
of the transition strip. In figure 19(a), the apparent point of flow
separation from the wing surface is discernible and immediatelybelow
this point, in figure 19(b), an abrupt pressure rise is seen to occur.
Figure 19(c) shows the point of flow separation as predicted by refer-
ence U. for the wing-spoiler configurationof figures 19(a) and 19(b).
The theoretical pressure distribution computed for the configuration of
figure 19(c) is entered in figure 19(b) and is seen to be in good agree-

—-

ment with the experhental results.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of a
made at a Mach nuniber

pressure-distributioninvestigationof spoilers
.

of 1.93 and at a Reynolds number of approximately

1 x 106 to determine the effects of height and chordwise location on the
section aerodynamic characteristicsof a two-dimensional,6-percent-

.

thick, symmetricalwing have indicated the following conclusions:

1. A spoiler height of 0.03 chord produced relatively small changes
in the wing-section aerodynamic characteristicsas compared with the
no-spoiler condition. The spoiler height of O.0~ chord appeared to be
the optimum height, as compared with its increa$ed effectiveness over
that of the spoiler height of 0.03 chord and the large drag rise asso-

.

ciated with the spoiler height of 0.07 chord.

2. The most effective chordwise spoiler location was the most forward
position (0.41 chord), where the spoiler influenced a flow region of reduced
local Wch number.

3. The most rearward spoiler position (0.70 chord) had the least
center-of-pressuretravel ad the lowest tiag rise with increasing
spoiler height and angle of attack.
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. 4. The result of fixing transition nesr the leading edge was to
increase slightly the spoiler effectivenesswhen the spoiler was located
at the most rearwsrd chordwise station.

5. The experimental chordwise points of turbulent boundary-layer
separation forward of and due to the presence of the spoilers were in
good agreement with the results of previous flow-separation investigations
as correlated in NACA TN 3065. The theoretical pressure distribution com-
puted on the basis of the separation profile thus determined was in good
agreement with the experimental results.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., January 2, 1953.
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F@ure 1.- DimeIIElonalsketch of pressure-distribution mcdel equipped
with spoiler and showlmg method of mounting model in test section.
All dimensions are in inches.
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